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NEWS

The Value of Knowledge

ALWAYS KEEP LEARNING
Is it important to help others learn too?

Criminon 
Florida
is part of an 
international 
non‑profit network 
dedicated to helping 
inmates learn to be 
productive members 
of society.

F L O R I D A

In the precept “Learn” in The Way to Happiness, L. Ron 
Hubbard says, “Those who get along in life never really 

stop studying and learning… it is a very arrogant fellow 
who thinks he has nothing further to learn in life.”

Above all else, the quote above applies to 
you, and we at Criminon Florida wanted 
to take a moment to acknowledge you 
for being part of that group of men 
and women who realize there is more 
to learn and new ways to view and 
handle the problems you face in 
everyday life.

Our mission is to get our materials 
into as many hands as possible and 
to help our students learn – which most 
definitely includes the ability to apply – the 
information in our courses to better their lives 
and the lives around them.

 

To do that we rely upon our students to help us spread 
the word about what we do.  In fact, in that same 
precept “Learn,” Mr. Hubbard says, “One can help others 
study and learn if only by putting in their reach the data 

they should have.”  You can help us do just that 
simply by telling your friends and associates 

about us and either 1) giving them a yellow 
card to fill in and send to us, or 2) having 

them write to Criminon Florida at PO 
Box 2396, Clearwater, FL 33757, and 
requesting to start their first course.

 We are always grateful for the 
opportunity to change another life and 

that one of our students took the time to 
help someone they know and care about. 

- The Criminon Florida Team



C R I M I N O N  N E W S

WHAT CRIMINON  
STUDENTS ARE SAYING

THE WAY TO HAPPINESS

The biggest thing I’ve learned is 
by following these simple rules, 

I can live a much happier life, and I’ll 
have a lot better chance to flourish 
in life and stay positive. This course 
has helped me be a leader and given 
me knowledge to share with others.            
| Christopher D.

SUCCESSFUL PARENTING 
SKILLS

Giving your children positive 
reinforcement and giving 

them an option to make their own 
choices in life, teaches them to be 
productive in society. Even though 
my kids are grown, this course has 
given me insight that can help me be 
the best grandparent I can be for my 
grandkids. | Philip M.

PERSONAL INTEGRITY COURSE

I learned that writing about my 
overts and transgressions is a 

perfect way for me to relieve myself of 
what I have stacked on my shoulders. 
It helps me identify the wrong I did 

and to figure out what to do right. 
I’ve also taught others about the O/W 
write‑up format.   | Derrick G. 

THE TRUTH ABOUT DRUGS

This course helped me understand 
the damage drugs do to our mind 

and body. I didn’t know that drugs 
stay in your system beyond 45 days. 
This course is an eye opener and a 
wakeup call to all drug users.              | 
Gerald W. 

UPS & DOWNS IN LIFE

My biggest win is keeping my 
sanity in an insane world. Also 

making sure I draw in positive people 
and leave those that lead lives that 
are antisocial to themselves. I mainly 
keep an eye on my environment and 
this course helped me stay on point.               
| William C.

LEARNING IMPROVEMENT

This course was really good. It 
taught me a new way of learning 

instead of giving up.  | Christopher P. 

THE TRUTH ABOUT DRUGS 
EXPANDED 

I have a better view of what a drug 
addiction really does to anyone 

that has been using drugs for a while. 
I understand it’s not just a mind 
thing, but that drug addiction is a 
very serious mental, emotional, and 
physical battle for the person who has 
fallen victim to misguided decisions. 
Understanding the short‑term and 
long‑term effects of the different 
drugs gives me a better chance to truly 
be able to reach them. | James M.

CONDITIONS OF LIFE

The things that I learned were how 
to repair my downfalls in areas 

that I was unaware of. Also, I learned 
how to identify which level I am on so 
I know the steps that I must take to 
build myself back up. |  Chad C.

THE TRUTH ABOUT DRUGS

I was bad when it came to alcohol.  
I could not control it; it was 

controlling me.  I now have tools to 
stay sober |  Dobie H.

WANT TO SHARE WHAT YOU’VE  
LEARNED WITH OTHERS?
The best way to do this is to get 
OTHERS to sign up for The Way To 
Happiness Course. It’s a fun game you 
can participate in. Just give a yellow card 
to someone who is not already on the 
course, have them fill it out themselves 

and send it in ‑ no postage required. 
Or they can write us a letter requesting 
to start the course. Earn a special 
commendation when three students you 
refer send in their first lesson. 

YELLOW CARDS ARE FOR 
SIGNING UP NEW STUDENTS 
ONLY. 

We want  
to hear from you!

Tell us about your wins and successes.

Write us at Criminon Florida 
PO Box 2396 Clearwater Florida 33757



R E H A B I L I T A T I O N  I S  P O S S I B L E

STELLAR 
STUDENTS

CRIMINON 
COURSES

Renard M

Phillip M

Lamont G

Andrew S

Christopher S

Charlie G

THE WAY TO HAPPINESS
Teaches a moral code that, when applied to one’s 
life, leads to a person recovering his self–respect.

LEARNING IMPROVEMENT
Gives the main reasons a person gives up study 
and then teaches the tools of how to study 
correctly.

THE TRUTH ABOUT DRUGS
Covers the “hows and whys” of drug addiction and 
how one can become free from the hold that drugs  
can have.

PERSONAL INTEGRITY
Teaches the principles one can use to help regain 
one’s own personal integrity. 

HANDLING SUPPRESSION/UPS & 
DOWNS
Covers the reasons why a person feels like 
something is holding them back or stopping them 
from reaching their goals.

PARENTING SKILLS
Gives a better understanding of how to raise 
children so they become happy, loving, productive 
and valued members of society.

“There is no person alive who cannot make a new beginning.” — L. Ron Hubbard

THE WAY TO HAPPINESS

I have gained many useful tools 
to make me a better person in 

general. I have improved my social 
skills, have more patience with 
others, learned to think about the 
consequences of my actions before 
making decisions, and I hold 
fundamental morals and values 
within myself that I can be proud of 
and to pass down to my children. 

      |  Al D. 

LEARNING IMPROVEMENT

As a G.E.D. teacher, I assist 
countless students obtain their 

education. This course taught me 
some essential information that I 
can use to better assist my students. 
I will of course use the information 
in my life as well. I assure you, the 
information works extremely well! 
I highly recommend this course to 
anyone who has a learning issue 
and to those who enjoy learning. My 
students are greatly benefiting from 
this course and it’s helping me be a 
much better teacher.  |  Michel B.

PERSONAL INTEGRITY

Because of this course I’m 
building healthy relationships 

with integrity, love and honor, 
which has been very humbling to 
me. I share this with tears in my 
eyes for I have never accomplished 
or achieved anything like this before 
my incarceration.  |  Brian S.

STELLAR SUCCESS

Even smart people make mistakes.  No one is perfect.  There will always be an 
obstacle, a hurdle, a bump in the road, a challenge that presents itself in life 

and thanks to the Criminon program I now have the knowledge needed to move 
forward with confidence. | Andrew S.

What is a Stellar 
Student? He or 

she is one who has 
completed all of the 
required courses in our 
program. That is definitely 
an accomplishment. All of 
you should work toward 
becoming Stellar Students. 
You’ll be glad you did.

Very well done to all of the students listed here for 
becoming a Stellar Student this quarter! 



287 COMPLETIONS!  
OCTOBER - DECEMBER 2022

C R I M I N O N  N E W S

CRIMINON GRADUATES

Brandon B

Garvey B

Joe H

Lewis C

Mirtha A

Nicole W

Otis M

Richard A

Sherrie D

THE WAY TO HAPPINESS COURSE

Alan D

Alex H

Alonzo R

Arthur M

Brian B

Bryan M

Christopher D

Christopher H

Christopher P

Daniel N

Darryl P

David S

Dennis H

Deontarius M

Diante W

Dylan H

Eric T

Glendale W

Guy J

Hector Q

James B

James L

Jason L

Jeanie H

Jerrod W

Jesse P

Jevin H

Jimmy T

Joquinn B

Joseph M

Jovanny P

Juan M

Michael M

Michel B

Pablo G

Parnell M

Ramiro B

Robert L

Samantha P

Tiffany V

Tonya R

Travis R

Troy S

William S

THE TRUTH ABOUT DRUGS COURSE

Adrian B

Chad S

Christopher P

Daimeyon O

Dobie H

Gerald W

Gibril P

James G

James H

John K

Kenneth W

Kyle G

Lorenzo C

Moses M

Nathan H

Ramond W

Roderick B

Tiffany P

Timothy H

Todd T

Trent K

William W

SUCCESSFUL PARENTING SKILLS COURSE

Andrew S

Charlie G

Christopher S

Lamont G

Philip M

Renard M

HOW TO MAKE GOOD CHOICES COURSE

Dudley H Scott B Todd D

THE LEARNING IMPROVEMENT COURSE

Anthony S

Antonio M

Carlos A

Christopher P

Cody W

Daren M

Francisco E

Gilbert S

Joseph C

Joshua P

Lamar H

Luis B

Michel B

Paul T

Paula H

Roy E

Timothy J

William T

THE TRUTH ABOUT DRUGS EXPANDED COURSE

Bradley M

Camari B

Christopher P

Colleen C

Dennis T

Garvey B

James M

Jason S

Joe H

Jose T

Lewis C

Nicole W

Otis M

Richard A

Todd T

Zachary Z

PERSONAL INTEGRITY COURSE

Brian S

Christine F

Craig B

Derrick G

Donna P

Dwayne J

Geronimo C

Gregory W

Jason B

Jeremy M

Matthew T

Michael A

Richard S

 

UNDERSTANDING AND OVERCOMING ADDICTION

Matthew O Walter B

CONDITIONS OF LIFE

Chad C Terry D
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